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Constraints
The target market is students


Most of the users currently read & study on web


Accessibility 

Duration
One week

The Challenge
Design a feature that helps 

students revise their learnings on 

the go

Tools
Pen & Paper


Google Forms


Figma


Protopie
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The Survey
To better understand the problem, I conducted a quick survey 

with 23 respondents to get quantitative insights into the reading 

and memorozation behaviour of users of e-learning solutions. 



Majority believe that the quiz helps in memorizing/recall 

what’s been learnt and it should be administered after 

each topic of the book.



Most respondents prefer a combination of flashcards, 

quizzes and notes as the revision method that best help 

retention and boost understanding.



Most respondents prefer a combination of graphs, tables 

and text for displaying their level of knowledge as well as 

their performance.



Most of the respondents also prefer to other people’s 

performance and level of knowledge as it compares to 

their’s on the same subject/book.




Link to Survey: 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1eWKMAgsc8rsPkTQoaAIlgsADH3hSVFR1acI

Y5Axy91o/edit#responses

The Key learning points were:
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https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1PqmNTpFJDknRFx0p6Kc3PyxSjLdg875uNBtQnQs-YcE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1PqmNTpFJDknRFx0p6Kc3PyxSjLdg875uNBtQnQs-YcE/edit?usp=sharing


Persona
To better visualize the user, I created 

a simple user persona detailing the 

user goals and painpoints.
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Janet 

Janet is a first year Biochemisty student that uses an e-learning solution to read the textbooks relevant to her courses. 

She sometimes struggles to remember key terms in the subject and also feels like she’s studying blind not knowing how 

much of the subject she knows especially as it compares to others taking/reading books on the same subject. 

To easily memorize key-points of any subject that 

she reads.


To constantly measure how much of the subject she 

knows.



To collaborate in an engaging way with other who are 

also studying/reading the same subject/book.

To easily revise how that she’s learned in a fun and 

engaging way.

After studying, she forgets key-points easily.

She doesn’t have a way of knowing how much of the 

subject she understands.

She gets bored too easily while studying.



AGE:                                         21


GENDER:                                  FEMALE


LOCATION:                              MANCHESTER, ENGLAND


OCCUPATION:                        STUDENT


FAVOURITE SUBJECT(S):     BIOLOGY & CHEMISTRY

“Learning is incomplete without 

revision as it helps me to 

remember the important stuff”

Bio

Needs Painpoints

Demography



Ideation
How Might We (HMW)


User Stories & User flows


Low-fidelity wireframe (Sketches)


Wireframes
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Brainstorming



User Story (Flashcards) 

1. As a user, I want to have access to curated keyword or terms in the form of flashcards 

from the book/subject so that I can easily memorize them.



When they select “View Flashcard” link, then they should see all the created flashcards for the book.



When the user taps on the flashcard, the card should flip horizontally to the back and reveal the detail 

of the term written in front. 



At the back of the card, the user should indicate whether the content is known or unknown 

(Knowledge level).



If the user indicates that the term is known, a “Mastered” counter indicating the known terms should 

be increased by one. 



Else if the user indicates that the term is unknown, a “Learning” counter indicating unknown terms 

should be increased by one. 



The two counters should be placed conspicuously on the screen and should be visible across all the 

flashcards. 



The counters should indicate how many terms are mastered or learning out of the total cards 

available for the book. 






Given the user has downloaded the book:

When the user is through with a card (by indicating knowledge level), then they can proceed to the next card 

by tapping on the “next” button or link.



The user page should also have a “Previous” button/link which allows the to move back to a prior card page.Acceptance Criteria

User flow 
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User Story (Quiz)
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2. As a user, I want to take a quiz based on key learning points of the book so that I can gain 

a better understanding and boost my retention. 

When they select “Take a Quiz”, they should see a quiz player selection screen where user can select 
either “multi-player” or “single player”.



When the user selects the “Multi-player” quiz, the system should find them a partner automatically 
while showing them a loading screen or progress bar. 



The user should see basic details about the automatically sourced partner:



     Firstname

     Nationality/Location

     Ranking: This can be:

          Beginner

          Intermediate

          Advanced


Given that the user has downloaded the book:

When the user selects the “Single-player” quiz, they should see the quiz screen. This screen will display the 
following:



Timer for the current question showing (1 minutes maximum)



The name and score of the user



The question text



The options list: 

     Indicate when an option is chosen

     Give feedback instantly if the user is right or wrong 

     Indicate the right answer if the user is wrong 

     Update the user’s score



A question counter that indicates the current question and also the remaining number of questions.



A button/link to navigate through the questions



A close button or link to exit the quiz 


Acceptance Criteria

User flow The user can choose to either accept the partner or ask for another partner 

If the user accepts the partner, they see the quiz screen which should display the following:

     Timer for the current question showing (1 minutes maximum)

     The name and score of both players

     The question text

     The options list: 

          Indicate when an option is chosen

          Give feedback instantly if the user is right or wrong 

          Indicate the right answer if the user is wrong 
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User Story (Learning Analysis)

3. As a user, I want to see a progress report so that I can measure how much of the 

subject/book I know.

When they select “View Leaning Analytics”, they should see the learning analytics screen. 



The Learning analytics screen will display performance, Progress and Ranking (using tabs) for each 

downloaded and quizzed book. 



When the user taps on the “Performance” tab (which should be the default tab):


A Pie-chart indicating the user’s average performance in percentile should be displayed. 



A detailed breakdown of quiz metrics including:


     Total questions attempted 


     The total correct questions 


     The average time spent per question 



The user should be able to view the average performance over time using the following filters: 


     Today


     This week


     This month


     All-time 



When “Today” is selected, the user sees the duration indicated in minutes and the timestamp 

indicated in hours and minutes. 



When the user selects “This week”, the user sees the duration indicated in minutes and the 

timestamp indicated in days.


Given the user has downloaded the book and have attempted the quiz:

When “This month” is selected, the user sees the duration indicated in minutes and the timestamp indicated in 

weeks. 



When “All time” is selected, the user sees the duration indicated in minutes and the timestamp indicated in months. 



When the user taps on the “Progress” tab, the user sees a breakdown of the time spent per practice.



When the user taps on the “Ranking” tab, they see the following:


     Their personal achievement, which includes:


          The rating stars


          The knowledge level


          The interpretation of the knowledge level


          The timestamp of the achievement


     


     The achievement of other users who have recently taken a quiz on the same book:


          The rating stars


          The knowledge level


          The interpretation of the knowledge level


          The timestamp of the achievement




Rough Sketches
Quiz

Flashcards

Learning Analysis
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Wireframes



Prototype
High-fidelity Screens


Link to files
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Some High-fidelity screens
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Links

Prototype Video

https://youtu.be/Bb3xq4wE1xk

Live Prototype

https://cloud.protopie.io/p/17ad6a276b?ui=false&mockup=false&touchHint=true&scaleToFit=fal
se&cursorType=touch

Please Note: 


The clickable links have also been attached to the body of the email.



Thank you


